
Life on Beaver Lake

I often hear talk of the fast pace world we live in. It’s rarely in a positive 
way, people typically bring it up when reflecting on how impatient our 
society has become. Where the need for everything instantly 
outweighs the ability to properly pay for it. A world where disposable 
income has become essential at any age and the desire for money is a 
primary focus. It’s a place where communication is accomplished 
more often on line than in life. These things are often used as criticism 
and although I agree with some of it, and worry about much of it, I am 
relieved when I remind myself that my job encourages me to go 
against the grain. While at Camp Can-Aqua, kids 
line up to play a game with a rope, ring and hook 
and while the pace of the world is slow and 
controlled, the property is vibrant with excitement 
and energy. Electronics have no use in 
communication in our world and the most valuable 
item our kids strive for is a 10/10 on cabin clean up 
each day, which earns them VIP access to the tuck 
shop. It is a world very different from that we live in 
and after spending time here, the experience is 
unforgettable. I love Camp for the magic it promotes 
and the creativity it inspires, but most of all I love it for 
the lasting impact it holds.

Camp is not a two week decision over one summer holiday, but rather 
one of the largest, most significant decisions a parent can make for 
their child.  I was reminded of this very fact throughout the entire 
summer as both campers and alumni made an effort to introduce 
themselves to me and welcome me to “the family”. We shared stories 
of their time on the shores of Beaver lake as they relayed some of their 
memories, favorite moments and camp history to me. It was a treat to 
not only be able to learn from kids but to also hear from people who 
have now grown up and become professionally successful, building 
families and fortunes in the decades since their time at camp. 

What stood out for me the most in all my interactions is that whenever 
talking about who they are as people, campers and alumni constantly 
reflected on their memories at camp, crediting those experiences for 
who they had become. Camp held such important meaning to them. 
For the alumni, I couldn’t help but think that at some point in their 
lives, they themselves were children. Years ago, these adults were the 
smiling faces learning how to start a fire, build a birdhouse or to drop a 
ski. At some point in their childhood, back when decisions were made 
on their behalf, it was their parents that made the choice to send them 

to camp. I wonder if those parents realized how that one decision 
would shape the adults that stood before me. Were they aware that 
years later, camp would still be as important as ever in the lives of their 
children now mature, even though they have long outgrown the games 
of capture the flag, the “gunge” and their love of tuck? Do you as 
parents realize the importance of the decision you have made for your 
child?

Regardless of where I go, or what I do in life, camp 
will always be a huge part of me. Although to most 
the word “camp” means simply fun and games for 
kids outside, to me the word holds a far stronger 
meaning. I try to be modest, listen to people and 
work to understand their perspectives because of 
camp. I am patient, accepting, confident and 
creative because of camp. I am forgiving and 
trusting, willing to fail and learn from those 
failures because of camp. I am the person I am 
today, because camp has taught me how to use 

my education and experiences to interact with people and 
the world around me. My goal each summer is to impart this 
understanding of the word “Camp” to the staff and campers. 

This past year at camp has taught me that a successful camp 
experience is essential in the short term, but will be best measured 
decades in the future, when your kids return to camp as adults and 
reflect on how their time at camp helped shape the person they have 
become. In speaking to people throughout the year, learning of their 
passion, their love and they commitment to Can-Aqua, I am refreshed 
and recharged at how totally amazing it is to be a Camp Director. 

Camp teaches us all how to take a step back and slow down the pace 
of the world. In a few weeks or a month, it allows us to recognize that 
things that are truly important cannot be bought of bargained for and 
that real happiness can not be achieved without having others there to 
share in your moment with you. Here we learn that 
time spent together holds the most valuable life 
lessons anyone can learn.

Thank you to the campers, staff and alumni for a 
great year. I hope the camp experience will 
resonate in your future as it has with mine.

z A Decision That Shapes Lives z
CAN-AQUA HAS A LIFETIME IMPACT ON THOSE IT TOUCHES

L A Y I N G  T H E  F O U N D A T I O N S  F O R  S U C C E S S F U L  L I V E S  F O R  3 5  Y E A R S !

CANAQUA News
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the

Yours in Camping,

Andrew Martin
Director of Camp CanAqua.

With millions of memories this year, Camp Can-Aqua 
continues to play an important role in the lives of so many!



IMPORTANT 

DATES IN 

2014
Please contact the 

camp office for more 
details.

MARCH 4TH
Sap is a 

pouring... come 
get it!

APRIL 7TH
Last Day for 

JRC 
Applications

	 #1. SESSION 
DATES RUN SUN/SAT 

In 2013 we made some 
changes to the session 
schedule, then kept our ear to 
the ground. After lots of 
feedback from our families, we 
have changed the first and last 
day of camp this 
year, returning to 
the Sunday start 
and Saturday 
end dates. Be 
sure to pay close 
attention to the 
dates when 
registering!

#2. DINING HALL 

DEVELOPMENT 
This fall we have broken 
ground on an extension that 
has been years in the making.  
Building on the footprint that 
was created over a decade 
ago, we are extending the 
dining hall, adding a little bit 
more space to house our 
energy and cheers. The 
increased space, partnered 

with a the addition of 
windows and new interior 
walls will be a terrific 
improvement for our summer 
programs and will also help 

make the dining hall more 
welcoming\ during our spring 
and fall.

#3. A NEW KITCHEN!
  Every year we work hard to 
improve on the food service 
provided at camp. Always asking 
“how can we do better”, in the past 

few years we have added a 
salad bar to the dining hall 
for healthy alternatives, 
we’ve included a brunch on 
the weekends and added 
new meals that kids 
loved...and that is just the 
beginning!

For the 2014 season, we are 
excited to have a new 
look to our kitchen. 
We’ve doubled our 
convection ovens, 
increased the size of 
our grill, added a 
steamer to the mix and 
changed the overall 
layout of our food 
service kitchen. The 
results have yet to be seen, but we 
know that happy kitchen staff equal 
happy campers!

#4. IF YOU BUILD 

IT...THEY WILL 

COME!
This past October, the full time 
staff at Can-Aqua began work 
on the creation of a field space 
fit for a king! Heading into the 
2014 season we are excited 
with the progress of the project 
and are hoping the space will 
be ready for the 2014 summer 
season. The finished product 
will be a grass field space 

measuring 400 feet by 175 
feet. With a bit more clearing 
to do and a lot of land to 
move, we are really breaking 
ground on this project!

#5. PA DAY CAMP!
Often with each PA Day, comes the 
question “what do I do with my 
kids”. This coming June, we hope 
you’ll send them to us! From 
Thursday June 7th to Saturday 
June 9th, Camp Can-Aqua will be 
hosting a two day summer camp 
adventure. Our hope is to welcome 
back some of our returning 
campers, with a mix of new kids 
interested in learning what camp is 
all about. Transportation from both 

Ottawa and Toronto will 
depart at 6pm on 
Thursday night and will 
return back Saturday for 
4pm. Kids will spend their 
PA day with a series of 
elective programs, some 
camp cheer and a little 
taste of the Can-Aqua 
Games!!!

#6. NEW SPECIALTY 

CAMPS!  
After seeing first hand the success 
of our specialty camps in 2013, we 
are exited to unveil a few new 
programs we think kids will really 
enjoy. Beginning in 2014, Camp 
Can-Aqua has added a mountain 
biking program, a musical theatre 
program and a film production 
program to the list of specialty 
camps. These programs in no way 
change the everyday experience to 
our campers. For more information, 
visit the website or contact the 
camp at info@canaqua.ca.

At Can-Aqua, we are proud of our traditional “5 Star Rustic” camp. We know our kids  
are too! Keeping true to our roots, we are committed to the constant improvement of 
the Can-Aqua experience. Here are just a few things in store for 2014!

FEB 1ST 
CAN-AQUA 

WINTER 
REUNION
TORONTO

 LOCATION TBD

FEB 8TH   

CAN-AQUA 
WINTER 

REUNION
OTTAWA

 LOCATION TBD

FEB 23RD 

CAN-AQUA 
WILL BE AT 

THE OUR KIDS 
CAMP EXPO IN 

TORONTO 

May 15th
Fees Deadline 
for Summer 

Camp

June 6th - June 8th

PA Day 
Weekend Camp

Additions to Camp
We Think You’ll Love!



Dust, Mallets and Memories
Today, the only sound is the wind 
blowing gently through the pine 
boughs.  Woodworking is dark 
and quiet.   Step inside, flick on 
the l ights, and inhale the 
intoxicating smell of fresh cut 
wood.  Close your eyes, open 
your heart and mind and you can 
hear the saws, spokes-shaves, 
chisels and sanders and you can 
hear the voice of every camper, 
young and old, who graced this 
special place during the summer.  

We made the tradit ional - 
mal lets , spoons (a record 
number for one summer! ) , 
paddles and stools.  We didn’t 

stop there . . . the creativity and 
desire to push the boundaries 
abounded.  Bows used to earn 
the highest awards in Archery 
were skillfully fashioned.  The 
finest treasurer boxes, doll 
houses, chess sets and tote 
boxes are now adorning rooms 
around the world.  We stretched 
our abilities, tried out some funky 
hand-tools and learned a few 
new skills and, oh yeah, we had 
a lot of fun too!   

There is something magical that 
goes on in woodworking.  Sure 
taking a block of wood and 
tu r n ing i t i n to someth ing 

practical and useful has its 
appeal.  Getting from a block of 
wood to a finished project 
worthy of presenting as a gift is a 
journey in which we learn a little 
bit about ourselves.  We learn we 
can – with a little guidance (it’s 
not so scary or mysterious when 
there’s someone to help) and 
some perseverance.  We learn 
there are no mistakes in wood 
w o r k i n g o n l y c r e a t i v e 
opportunities.  We learn work is 
fun!

Five, ten, twenty-five years from 
now when you pick-up that 
spoon or move that three-legged 

stool or dust off that sailboat, 
every friend, every moment of 
your stay at Can-Aqua will come 
rushing back to you.  That’s 
magic!

Thanks to each and every one of 
you I have memories enough to 
keep me warm while I wait for 
next summer.

Al King has been a critical part of the 
Camp Can-Aqua community for 15 
years. Wearing many hats, he is best 
known as the greatest Woodworking 
instructor on the planet!!!

“Oh, you work at a camp? I 
remember going to camp as a 
kid and this one time we . . .”

Many conversations begin this 
way and I suddenly become an 
audience for the nostalgic story 
laced with meaning. These 
conversations run even deeper 
with an eager excitement to share 
when two or more staff from 
camps swap stories. Poignant 
details and laughter bounce 
around the conversation like the 
ball in a heated game of 
foursquare. As a staff or camper, 
it seems as though time spent at 
camp sticks with us in a lasting 
way - long after our weeks spent 
swimming, climbing, and circled 
around campfires. 

While the reasons for these 
lasting impressions are difficult to 

put into words, a new study has 
brought us closer to 
understanding why time at camp 
is time well spent. The Summer 
Camp Research Project, funded 
by the University of Waterloo and 
the Canadian Camping 
Association, looked at changing 
attitudes, behaviours, and values 
in nearly 1300 Canadian campers 
during their time in a camp 
program. 

Through extensive interviews with 
camp directors, the project 
determined five areas of 
development: social connections 
and integration, environmental 
awareness, attitudes towards 
physical activity, emotional 
intelligence, and personal 
development and self-confidence. 

The results showed that over the 
course of their participation in 
camp, youth showed positive 
change in all five of these areas 
regardless of age, gender, and 
whether or not they had been to 
camp previously. 

These positive findings are crucial 
in understanding how camp 
serves as an effective 
counterweight to many of the 
looming issues faced by today’s 
youth. The social connections 
experienced at camp are face-to-
face – unfiltered by computers or 
cell phones. Through teaching 
and promoting environmentally 
friendly lifestyles, Canadian 
camps undoubtedly help prepare 
this generation for the 
environmental challenges created 
by those previous. Campers’ 
improved attitudes towards 

physical activity are a truly 
significant result amidst current 
concerns over obesity and 
inactive lifestyles. The positive 
changes in emotional intelligence 
indicate that many youth at camp 
find a unique setting that fosters 
maturation. The benefits of camp 
as a vehicle for personal 
development and self-confidence 
in youth are obvious. 

As a camping professional I am 
grateful for this study because it 
confirms a suspicion that we in 
the field have always had – camp 
is the best. With this work, 
educators and parents are given 
positive insights on precisely why 
there is no place like camp.  

The Proof is in the Paddling:
  The Benefits of Outdoor Experiences

By: Ross McIntyre
Printed with permission

By: Al King



A Perspective to Ponder...A Reflection From Payton:
“Camp Can-Aqua is one of the best places 
in the world.” 

I think this because it brings people together and 
lets kids that go there to make new memories and 
friends. There are also a lot of activity’s there that 
are super fun like the water sports and archery for 
any age. If you’re planning to go to camp next 
summer I think you should do it. I know it will 
change your life forever.

When I first went to camp I didn’t know what it 
would be like, but after one week it changed my life, 

I now say to myself all the time that I want to go 
back next summer and see my friends again. 

The camp counselors that teach us are nice and 
they help you when you don’t know how to do 
something. The cabins are really cool because 
that’s where memories are made with the friends 
and counselors that you meet.

The last thing left is to say is whoever reads this 
you should come to Camp Can-Aqua next summer 
because                                                                             
    -  Payton
         Age 12

  Important Information about Registration
We hope this years registration is simple! 
Registration is on a ‘first come, first serve’ basis and has been open since November 1st. 
Space is guaranteed to any returning camper providing they register prior to January 15th, 2014. After this date, 
all applications are given the same consideration.

To Register: 
Registration can be done on line or by printing the forms off our website and sending them in. Registration for a 
summer session requires only a deposit to be paid now, with the balance due in the spring of 2014.

Health and Tuck information forms will be sent in April/May for all families to fill out and send back. A Camp 
clothing order form will be available at that time. 

IMAGINATION, CREATIVITY AND A 
SENSE OF WONDER AT CAN-AQUA!

LIT 2014

The legend 
continues...

Campers who will be 
15 prior to the 

summer are 
welcome to apply, 

however please 
remember there is 

limited space.
In 2014 we are 

proud to launch our 
new 2-week LIT 

program 
‘Adventure Program’

Payton shows no fear as he shows off 
his best belly flop....which turned into 
an elegant swan dive!



THE THRILL OF AN 
ADVENTURE

As kids, adventure was 
something we actively 
engaged with on a 
daily basis. The walk 
to school, forts at 
recess and the always-
anticipated weekend 
activity brought 
adventure to our doors. As 
adults we adventure less. It 
becomes more common to 
sit in status quo then to make 
a leap into something totally new. 

This past spring I made that leap into 
the unknown when I joined the team at 
Camp Can-Aqua. It is always an 
interesting state of mind when 
embarking on a new chapter in life. 
The butterflies in your stomach on the 
first day of school are similar to those I 
had when arriving at a new camp. 
There are many unknown factors, 

questions swirling around in my head. 
While initially nervous, I can now 

reflect and say that this 
past summer was one of 
the best decisions I’ve 
ever made. My 
questions and debates 
about travelling into 
new waters were laid 
to rest almost 
immediately, as the 
power of the 

community, the passion 
of staff team and the 

dedication of many, welcomed me 
with curiosity and open arms. I 
realized early on I was walking into 
something special, as I was absorbed 
into a place where through dedication, 
cooperation and hard work, everything 
is possible. 

Can-Aqua showed me the magic of 
camp and in doing so reiterated and 
reinforced why I love camp. I love how 
much it fosters growth and 
understanding. I love the morals it 

instills. I love the community to which I 
humbly now belong. I love the role 
models that are paying it forward in 
their actions everyday. I love the 
characteristic traits that are reinforced 
and reflected by the community; 
sharing, helping, being inclusive and 
being yourself to name a few. I love 
taco salad day. I love the shared 
understanding and memories of what 
took place that summer. I love the 
ideal it sets before me to strive 
towards in the 'real world'. And I love 
most of all it does all this under the 
guise of fun. Who knew becoming a 
better person could be this fun?

Now with one year under my belt, I 
can’t wait for the summer ahead. 

Campers…if you think 
you enjoyed yourself 
last year, just you 
wait! I’m only 
getting started!!! 

Can-Aqua teams up with CASSA!

Theatre Performance Camp!
Camp Can-Aqua in cooperation with Canadaʼs Academy of 
Stage and Studio Arts is thrilled to present our 2014 musical 
theatre camp! Do you like to sing, act and dance? Do you feel 
at home on the stage? Join us for this specialized program 
and learn from professional musical theatre instructors while 
you are at camp.
With scripts and scores in hand, over the course of the 
session campers will learn from experts in their field while 
exploring vocal technique, vocal performance, song analysis, 
acting through song, choreography and much more. Be the 
star of your cabin of this summer in our musical theatre camp.

All campers in this performance-based program will work 
toward a final show that will be presented in front of the entire 
camp. Parents will also be invited to come up and watch the
production.
The musical theatre camp will also include a balance of the 
traditional camp activities that can be enjoyed at Can-Aqua.
Bios of the professional artists will be coming soon to our 
website.
----------------------------
About CASSA:
Canadaʼs Academy of Stage and Studio Arts provides 
professional training through master classes, specialty 
workshops, private coaching, camps, arts-focused leadership 
courses and arts school admission coaching.

Mountain Biking moves to specialty camp

Beginning in 2014, we are excited to announce the expansion 
of our mountain biking program. Heading into next summer 
we have added 10 Trek Bikes to our fleet and will be 
expanding upon the terrain our program will traverse. In 

addition to having biking as a regular activity in our traditional 
camp programs, we have added two single week specialty 
camps during the first and last week of the summer.
In addition to skill development, the specialty weeks will focus 
on mountain bike repair and maintenance, safety and bike 
theory.

Mike Somerville
Associate Director, 
Camp Can-Aqua



If you stopped into Can-Aqua this past summer, there is no doubt 
you would have noticed some very exciting changes to our site. Each 
year, we challenge ourselves to improve...and sometime it can be 
difficult (after all we are close to perfect...right?). 
This past spring a group of volunteers came onto our site with one 
focussed challenge: Help make camp better!

Over two long days, they worked tirelessly to fix, add and improve to 
programs and facilities throughout the camp. Some of the most 
noticeable additions included the new beach volleyball court, the 

new chess board in main camp, new paint jobs to our sugar shack 
and washrooms and some impressive flower gardens. 

Thanks to many hands and a huge amount of goodwill, we opened 
camp this past summer looking great.  A huge thanks goes out to all 
the volunteers for their support and efforts in making our camp 
shine!!!

Looking ahead, if you are interested in slinging a hammer, planting 
flowers or just helping out where needed, we will be hosting an 
alumni weekend this spring and would welcome your support!

Q&A 
WITH 

CAN-AQUA 
STAFF

Patrick 
Guay

&

Rachel 
Burrows

“SLAM” EFFORTS SHOW BIG IMPROVEMENTS
It’s amazing what a group of volunteers can accomplish when working together. 

While our site is amazing and our programs exceptional, we think it is our staff 
that make the difference!
	           When asked questions about camp, here is what two of  them had to say...

What is your very first memory of Can-Aqua?
My very first memory of Can-Aqua was the wall of staff that were super excited when I arrived 
even though they didn't know me. Back in the day I only spoke french, not a word of english 
so I couldn't understand a word they were saying. That didn't matter though, because through 
they're obvious, genuine excitement for me to be there, I started to feel like I belonged.

What was your biggest achievement as a camper?
My biggest achievement as a camper was to break out of my shell. One night during “Air Bands", an evening program where 
cabins perform for the camp, I decided to wear my sisters bathing suit over my clothes to perform. When our turn came, I was 
really scared and just couldn't go. My cabin counselor picked up on that and told me if wearing this makes me nervous, then I 
should just wear my normal clothes and join in the fun. That was exactly what I did, and I had a blast. After that night, I decided 
to work on my shyness. And now, I would feel totally fine going on stage with a women's bathing suit on!

What are 3 things you love about Camp Can-aqua?
#1. The Camp family. You really belong to the community and every time I see a camp friend nowadays, 
whether it is a camper or a staff, it is just like we pick up where we left off, and that is awesome.
#2. The freedom you have at Camp. You get to choose the activities yourself and you could never have the 
same day if you wanted! This made me try a lot of new activities, some that I liked and some that I didn't 
as much.
#3. The fun. When I’m at camp, the happiness side of my brain is always lit up like a Christmas tree!

If you could give a 10 year old advice advise about camp life, what would it be?
Try everything! Seriously, go to every single activity (and not just once) and try to see if you like it. Let your crazy energetic side shine through 
with sporty activities but make sure you also take the time to work on your creativity with all the other activities like photo and Arts and crafts. 
That is one piece of advice that I am certain I would have given to myself.

What was your first year at Can-Aqua?
I was seven years old when I first came to Can-Aqua. I had 
never been away from home for more than two days – but I 
must have loved it because I came back every year after. 
That year I met Noemi Marcoux, who I am still friends with. 

What is your favourite thing about Can-Aqua?
I have met some of the greatest people that I’ve ever 
encountered at camp. The activities are also once-in-a-lifetime 
experiences. Camp has taught me so many things that are 
applicable to every area of my life. It’s taught me to put others 
ahead of myself, how to make friends, and most of all how to 
have FUN!! 

If you could go back in time, what advice would you give 
to yourself at 10?
I would tell myself not to worry so much. Camp is a place where you can be 
yourself and not be judged! I’d also warn myself about the night I dropped my 
flashlight into the Kybo.

If you could change anything about your camper 
experience, what would it be?

I wish I was more involved with awards. I am more of a laid-back kind of gal, so 
awards never really interested me. Now that I am staff, however, I wish I knew the 
skills that awards taught you. I also am disappointed that I never did camp craft, 
board sail, ski, wood carving, or any of the sports. I feel like I missed out on 
amazing activities. Try everything!!! You never know what you’ll love!

What is your favourite camp juice?
I love camp juice!!! Grape all the way.



Can-Aqua Winter Reunion

Come join some us in the middle of the winter’s 

cold as we connect with friends from camp. On 

February 1st in Toronto and February 8th in 

Ottawa, Camp Can-Aqua will be hosting a 

summer camp reunion, from 1pm until 3pm 

(Location TBD). Come reconnect with some of 

the staff and campers from your session, enjoy 

some camp fun and see our 2013 Summer 

Slide show. We would greatly appreciate an 

RSVP to let us know you will be joining us on 

the day. Email us at: info@canaqua.ca

Camp Opening Weekend
The first weekend in May will 

be here before you know it. 

Over the weekend of May 

3-5, we will be opening camp 

for the season. Any alumni 

and families that are 

interested in coming up for 

the weekend are welcome to 

come help us open camp. 

We will be moving boats, 

cleaning, opening cabins and 

readying our site for the season ahead. For 

more details on this weekend, please contact 

Marty through the camp office.

PA Day Camps
This short 3-day camp stay takes place once in 

June and once in October. Running from 

Thursday to Saturday and over 

a PA Day, the weekend 

provides a great opportunity for 

seasoned campers to 

reconnect with camp during 

the off-season and is an ideal 

way for new campers to test 

out our camp life. Throughout 

the Thursday to Saturday, kids 

accomplish a great deal. The 

days are filled with camper 

choice programming and the weekend finishes 

with a half day of the Can-

Aqua Games.

Family Camp 
Weekends
Have you ever been curious 

about the “Camp 

Experience”? Camp Can-

Aqua Family Camp Weekends 

are a perfect way to 

experience first hand what all the excitement is 

about. Our three day Family Camp runs from 

June 13-15 and our four day program takes 

place over the Friday to Monday of Labour Day. 

A weekend focusing on all ages, throughout 

the days families can choose to split up 

between our teen programs kids club and adult 

programs, or simply make use of the activities 

on site as a family. 

Registration for these 

weekends is available on 

our website under “Family 

Camps”.

 Beavers/Cubs & 
Scouts Weekend
Over one weekend in 

September, we open the 

camp to Scout and Cub 

troops interested in earning badges. With 

endless opportunities for skill development, 

Can-Aqua is a great platform to learn rain or 

shine!

Zombie Survival Weekend
By far our most outrageous weekend of the 

year, kids ages 13-15 are invited to ground 

zero. Over the weekend of September 19-21, 

come learn the skills you’ll need to survive 

during a zombie apocalypse. From Zom-Jitsu 

and First Aid to a themed attack on Saturday 

afternoon, with the help of some experienced 

zombie survivalists, kids will have a blast 

learning and pretending.

WEEKENDS AT CAMP CAN-AQUA....
Check out some of the weekends we have in store
in 2014. There’s something for 
everyone!

Changing 
lives...

1 weekend at a 
time!

CAN-AQUA WINTER 

REUNIONS

FEB 1 & 8, 2014

CAMP OPENING WITH 

ALUMNI & FRIENDS

MAY 3 - 5, 2014

PA DAY SPRING CAMP

JUNE 5-7, 2014

SPRING FAMILY CAMP 

WEEKEND

JUNE 13 - 15, 2014 

LABOUR DAY

FAMILY CAMP 

WEEKEND

AUGUST 29 - 

SEPTEMBER 1, 2014 

BEAVERS/SCOUTS 

BADGE BONANZA

SEPTEMBER 26-28

2014

ZOMBIE SURVIVAL 

WEEKEND

OCTOBER 3-5, 2014

PA DAY FALL CAMP

OCTOBER 2014

(TBD)



Camp Can-Aqua
503 Beaver Lake Drive 

Cardiff, Ontario

www.canaqua.ca
Phone: 613 339-2969

Fax:   613 339-3207
Email: info@canaqua.ca

Our Site at a Glance
1) Entrance
2) Girls Cabin Section
3) Campcraft
4) Archery Range
5) Health Centre
6) Waterfront Office
7) Boat House
8) Swimming
9) Snorkeling
10) Sailing
11) Teambuilding
12) Boardsailing
13) Initiatives
14) Dining Hall
15) Program Deck
16) Camp Office

17) Maintenance Shed
18) Sugar Shack & Tuck Shop
19) Staff Lounge
20) Can-Eco Depot
21) Washroom & Shower House
22) Sauna
23) Raft
24) Sports & Play field
25) Garden
26) Canoe Kayak Dock
27) Beaver Lake
28) Campfire Site
29) The Sparrow’s Nest
30) Orienteering
31) Sphairee Courts
32) Nature Bog

33) Glass Etching
34) Woodworking
35) Recreation Hall / Stage
36) Outdoor Adventure Skills
37) Pit Stop/Classroom
38) Nature Hut
39) Arts & Crafts
40) Boys Cabin Section
41) Director’s Cottage
42) Main Campfire
43) 2nd Ski Dock
44) Reflection Point
45) Beaver Dam
46) Camp Cooking Site
47) Parking
48) Maple Sugar Bush
49) Photography


